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Ashley Court: My name is Ashley Court and I smokejumped from 1963 through 1982. I was a
full-time jumper from the year '63 through '77 at which time I retired and was a, just a call
when needed for the last five seasons. During that tenure I made 364 jumps, 157 of those were
fire jumps.
Kim Maynard: Really. That's a lot. Can you remember your first year?
AC: Oh yeah. I had just graduated from high school, I was 18 years old, I graduated on Friday
and I went to work on Monday.
KM: Oh really.
AC: Right. I made 14 jumps that first year, seven of them were practice jumps and seven were
fire jumps. At that time, we did not have the two-week refreshers, if you jumped on a fire, that
was great, you didn't get anything else, if you were off for six weeks before the next jump,
that's when you got your next jump. And that was—it was, not good because it gave you a lot
of time to think about it and especially for first year jumpers it would make you very
apprehensive about your next jump. It seemed like just about, of course being the first year
they all really stick in you mind, but the first jump it seemed like there was always something
that happened on each one of them a little bit different.
The first fire jump that I made I think was on July 3. We had a lightning bust come in that
evening and my first fire jump was just on the ridge back here between Winthrop and
Okanogan. It was in a, it was a timber jump pretty much, scattered timber and what not. I made
it to the ground all right but my partner, who was also a rookie, hung up about 80 feet in a
tamarack snag. And it was just a—if you're familiar with tamarack snags, they're just a spike,
and his chute was completely inflated or deflated. He had speared the top of it and slid about
halfway down the tree. So it was pretty apprehensive, pretty nervous there for awhile until he
finally did get down to the ground.
We had just a little tiny fire, we cut the tree down with a cross-cut and the ground crew came in
a few hours later. Then we hiked out a couple miles and came back to the base. My next jump,
my second fire jump, I'm not sure what the date was. But anyway, when the siren went off,
when we were suiting up, we could see the smoke from here. Just a little peak north of
Winthrop, Fond Peak and everything was normal there. There was a unusual thing there, in that
we made the jump in a hailstorm. So when we jumped out, the hale was just slowly floating by
us, it looked like it was snow, it was hail. We were falling of course and the hale looked like
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snow. But that was a little bit unusual, I didn't make that, do that again until I think about 1974.
Anyway, a very routine fire there, we put it out, small fire. I made one small mistake. I left my
harness.
KM: Oh no.
AC: A typical rookie mistake. But anyway, I got back to the base and I came into the office and I
told Francis Lufkin, who was one of the original jumpers that, what I had done, and he asked me
if I had transportation. I knew I was going to have to go back and get it, so I'd already arranged
to borrow another rookie's car. I drove up there and as I went to stop the car it kind of quit on
it's own. But I was where I wanted to be pretty much, so I just got out, hiked up the mile and a
half or whatever it was to get my harness. I'd already packed out that morning a mile and a half.
I got, went up and got my harness, came back, got in the car, would not start. I had a close
friend that was staying at a lookout about three miles away and of course I was at the bottom
of the canyon. He was at the top, where they naturally keep lookouts. So I hiked up there, got
up there and I got to where I could see the lookout. Which is about a mile from it, and I couldn't
see any lights and I got to thinking it was Thursday night and he'd told me that Thursday night
was his night off.
KM: Oh no.
AC: And by that time, of course I was in a hurry, then cause it was after work and it was starting
to get dark and my legs were starting to cramp up. But I went on ahead and got up to there and
sure enough it was his night off. Lookout was all locked up, came down, it was 14 miles from
there to the closest house and I got out at about, I don't know, 12:30 or something like that. I
ran most of the way actually. After I'd stopped going uphill my legs stopped cramping and what
not. So I, but anyway I remembered always to pick my harness up after that. But that was quite
a story.
Another one of my jumps I made over on what is now North Cascade Park—National Park. And
it was right on Ross Lake within a mile or so of the Canadian border. We jumped in on top of a
mountain and we had to, the fire was on one side of the mountain. We jumped on the other
side of the mountain, the only real jump spot there was, completely surrounded by cliffs. There
was a little opening maybe 150 or 200 feet across, had a little tiny lake in it. I think we were
both, my partner and I were jumping 28-foot chutes which control terribly. They have very little
forward speed, they have, some of them would not turn one direction or the other. You had to
plane them all the time. If you wanted to go forward you pulled the forward plane, if you
wanted to go backward, you'd pull the back plane and they would actually slip that way, one
way or the other. Side plane's the same way. Well, I opened up and got pointed in the right
direction and I looked to check my partner who was again another rookie and he was twisted
up.
KM: This is all rookie year.
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AC: All my rookie year. He was twisted up like I say and I thought well, he's gone. He's over the
cliff, down the canyon someplace. Little Beaver Creek was the creek way down in it. And for our
standards on this side of the mountains, their creeks are rivers over here, really big creek. But—
and that's where I thought he was, up a creek. But anyway, he got straightened out somehow
and I made it back into the jump spot. He was just holding on for all that he was worth and I'm
sure he was doing some planing as well. But he landed right on the edge of that cliff and his
chute went over the cliff. But he did make it back to the jump spot.
KM: Uh huh.
AC: We hurriedly gathered up all of our gear, it was getting dark, and we started up over the
hill. The fire pack was dropped on the fire which was about a mile away from us, so we had
no—in those days we had these elephant bags that were dropped in the fire packs and you
pulled that out. That was what you stuck your gear in to pack out with. Well, we didn't have
those so we kind of jerry-rigged things together and had things under our arms and going up
over this hill. We were making our way up the hill and my partner laid down his helmet, very
steep, took his hand off of it, that's the last we saw of that helmet. And it, down the hill it went,
just took off and just one jump and over this cliff it went, it was gone.
KM: Oh!
AC: But anyway, we got over there, got the fire out. Another, a ground crew came in in a
helicopter and we found out that, in the meantime we found out, if we wanted to get out of
there, it was impossible. There was no way off, the fire was completely surrounded by cliffs. So
we, we got fogged in, we had to sit there for two days and wait till the fog lifted and then we
got off in a helicopter. That was another one of my rookie experiences. My last rookie
experience was—a rookie jump, I jumped on a fire down in the Icicle River drainage of the
Wenatchee Ranger District. It was in French Creek I believe. I jumped with a fellow out of Cave
Junction, Paul Boyer was his name, I believe he was a schoolteacher. And out at Cave Junction,
they would stick any extra equipment they had in the fire pack and then they'd get it out when
they got to the ground. Well, that's where he put his hard hat and he had a couple other things
there. Anyway, we jumped out and it was right in the bottom of a canyon, rugged country, very
tall timber there in the bottom, 150 feet tall at least. Our jump spot was a vine maple slide and
we landed in this and I landed in a clump of devil's club, if you're familiar with that.
KM: Oh yeah.
AC: It's quite treacherous. But anyway, my chute was in all these vine maple, and I had my jump
gear on, which I just left on and then walked out through this vine maple. And when I retrieved
my gear, I had to put my gear back on to go out so that the vine, devil’s club wouldn’t tear me
up. But anyway, this Paul Boyer landed on the other side of this strip of timber from me in the
same situation. They got down as low as they could with the airplane, dropped out the cargo,
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and it hung right in the top of one of those big trees.
KM: Oh no, a larch.
AC: No, this was a Doug fir [Douglas fir] I'm sure, it had to be in that situation. It wouldn't be a
pine, it was too high and down in the bottom of the canyon. But anyway, it was a big Doug fir
and they dropped us a cross-cut. They dropped us climbers and they both fell into this vine
Maple jungle and we spent well over five hours trying to find that equipment. Well for one
thing there were lots of rocks. There was all this devil's club and it was very, very steep and very
thick. We climbed trees and tried to look down into this stuff to find either the cross-cut, and
the climbers were pretty well lost. Because at that time they didn't have buzzers on it, had a
yellow streamer on it, but it was just a virtual jungle.
KM: Oh no.
AC: We had no equipment; we had no food. We had my hard hat in my leg pocket and that's all
we had to put that fire out with. Fortunately, we were close to a creek and we spent the whole
night, of course we didn't have anything to sleep in and it was raining as I recall. Now I might be
mistaken on that. But anyway, the two of us with that one hard hat, spent the whole night back
and forth between that creek with that hard hat. We didn't build any line, it was right in the
bottom, it was two great big cedars that had a kind of schoolmarm right at the ground.
[Schoolmarm is a forked tree. The term originated from loggers in the Pacific Northwest who
would visualize a schoolteacher standing on her head with her legs spread in the air, the only
way they wanted to see a teacher]
That's what was keeping it going. But anyway, we went back and forth with that. We finally got
it out and the trench where we walked back and forth between the creek was about oh, 8 to 12
inches deep in spots where—from just slopping the water and walking in the mud and what
not. But we finally got it out. We got down—we told the district ranger what had happened.
Anyway, so the next week they sent in a ground crew and they took a rifle with them and shot
the fire pack out of the tree. That's the only way they got it down. But anyway, again, we didn't
have any fire packs to carry our gear out. We about an eight- or a nine-mile pack out so we took
our harnesses, wore our harnesses and strapped our gear to that and carried them out that
way. But again, all my rookie year, like I say, just about every one of them was a real war story,
if you want to put it that way. Since that time, I've jumped in wheat fields, I've jumped on
roads, nothing real tough but that one was.
KM: Do you want to talk about '64?
AC: Okay. I had—'64 was kind of a unique situation for me in that I jumped just—only about six
weeks. I guess it was lucky because '64 was a very, very wet year, very poor season. But I played
football at Wenatchee Valley and I was fortunate enough to get a scholarship to play football in
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Canada and I had to be there at the first of August. So I had a very short period. And I was lucky
enough to get the first fire jump out of the base that summer. We jumped and now I guess you
think, that was a bit of a war story. It was a beautiful jump spot, just north of Winthrop on the
Winthrop district. I guess it was the Conconully district. But in what they called South 20 Mile
Meadows, probably 200 acres of meadow, the fire was right in the middle of it. Little, tiny
smoke drifting out, and it was very wet that year, so you knew it was going to be a pretty candy
fire. My first fire jump had been quite a while since we'd jumped. I was really psyched up. I
went out the plane, I had terrible position, totally twisted. I must have had, I don't know—eight
to a dozen twists. I twisted to within probably about 200 feet of the ground and by that time I
had blown the 200-acre meadow.
KM: Oh no.
AC: And here I was out in some lodgepole pine fortunately, very short and I steered a little bit
there right in that last couple hundred feet and did miss any of the trees, didn't hang up. But it
was, we were right close to a creek there. We had our elephant bags, filled them up with water,
tripped them over there and doused the fire and hiked out. The other fire I got that year was
down on the Twisp district a little later in the summer. But there were lots of jumpers that
jumped the complete season and didn't get two fire jumps for 1964. We had one crew that we
sent to La Grande. La Grande at that time was our satellite base and they hit it just right. They
were there for two weeks and we had a fellow by the name of Ken Borg who we called super
rookie. He was the only rookie in that crew. He got seven fire jumps I think that summer and he
got four, maybe four or five of them in that two-week period. But yeah, it was a pretty slow
year.
KM: Yeah.
AC: '65 was a very good fire year for us. I came back, and like I mentioned earlier you made very
few refresher jumps that year. I got 14 jumps that year, well I got my two refresher jumps and
then 12 fire jumps. I guess the most memorable jump that I made that year that comes to mind
right now was over on Chopaka Mountain. Which is, we jumped probably within a quarter mile
of the Canadian line. They dropped 12 of us on it. It was on state land. Very, very steep, very
rugged. It was like I say on state land. After we were on the ground, they did send a
correctional, there was a correctional institute at Lumis that time and I think they sent in about
15 or 20 people that were at that camp to help us with the fire.
But the next day, the most memorable part of it, well actually, let me back up. While we were
on that fire, like I said, it was very, very steep. We had lookouts set up, but rocks were
constantly coming loose and rolling down and one of the jumpers got hit in the head with a
rock. Fortunately, a very small rock and it knocked him out and he came to and we got him
around out of the, away from the fire. He was sitting down and of course we were constantly
hollering, you know, rocks and this and that. He came to and he was sitting there, and he'd just
been struck and one of the lookouts hollered rock and he just, he'd just been struck and he
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jumped up. We had to restrain him actually, he was safe but we had to restrain him. He thought
he going to get hit again.
But anyway, the next day when we started out our trip, very hot afternoon. We could see the
bus that was waiting for us in the field down below, oh probably, not more than three miles
away. We had lots of mechanical equipment, I think I had about 95 pounds, which is about
average. We had very little water to take with us. In those days you didn't carry quart canteens
in your leg pocket or anything. They dropped the water with you and you just got out the best
you could. You didn't have the extra water on the line. You had your, your gallon I guess it was,
a gallon container, or whatever. So we had very little water with us and it kept getting hotter
and hotter and we just kept getting dryer and dryer and pretty soon people started to stumble
a little bit. One fellow partially sprained his ankle. We continued on down the hill and when we
finally got down there, and—believe me, I was in good shape, I was in very good shape. It took
me three days to recover from that. I was totally exhausted. Some of the fellows that weren't in
as good a shape were, they were really hurting. You know, you would just fall down and
stumble, and you couldn't even really catch yourself, you were so exhausted.
I can remember very well when we got to the bottom. There was a ditch, and it was in a pasture
at the bottom and there was this irrigation ditch running through there. It was very shallow,
and I just fell down and I started drinking. And I had my eyes closed and I opened my eyes and I
look, right in front of me is a cowpie. [laughs] I was so thirsty I never even slowed down and I
went back and had more water. We were really in bad shape, very bad shape. That's the worst
pack out I, up till that time, I'd ever had. It probably was the worst one I ever had. In 1970 I had
one that was comparable but that one was very, very bad and it was, like I say, it was very hard
on everybody.
Other than that, I seem to remember that in '65 that it was very systematic, our fire bust was,
shall we say. We'd get a wet session of weather and it would clear up, warm up and then in
about a week, week and a half, we'd have thunderstorms come through. It would be very active
for a few days and it seemed like we had an awful lot of activity on the west side, west side of
the Cascades. We'd be busy for three, four days and then this wet weather system would move
in again and sock us in. And it seemed like we'd always end up getting some people stranded on
the west side of the mountains because the only way we had to get back, at that time there
was no North Cascade highway. They'd fly you back over from Mount Baker National Forest,
which is now the Mount Baker Snoqualmie National Forest. And what is the North Cascades
National Park now, was then part of the north Mount Baker National Park, or Mount Baker
National Forest and we would jump into that area all the time. And now we jump in very rarely
because of their let-burn policies and this type of thing. And it really hasn't hurt them too
much. [laughs] So maybe, in those days, maybe we were doing a little bit extra that we really
didn't need to.
But anyway we'd end up with some guys stranded over there for a few days and wait until
they'd get back and then we'd start the cycle over. So it was real good and to get 12 fire jumps
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in a season is a good year. And again, I had to leave early, left a little bit early, not too much. I
think about the first of September that year. 1966, I think I made 18 jumps in 1966. I made nine
practice and nine fire jumps. I spent my summer in La Grande. Went down, until that time, La
Grande was our satellite base, we would rotate troops down there every two weeks. In 1966
we changed the pattern and we stayed down there all summer. So I volunteered to go down, I
did stay down there. I incidentally met my wife down there who I married the first of—
December 31st of that year and still married too. Have four kids. She's up watching the club
house right now. But it was a very dry year, very hot.
KM: This is '70?
AC: 1966.
KM: '66.
AC: '66. We—it seemed like the fires that we got that year were large. I jumped on the Lostine
fire which was on the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest, was about 1,500 acres in size. I
believe they put, we put eight, all eight of our La Grande jumpers on that fire and another 16
Redmond jumpers. I could be mistaken. But I recall the jump spot that we had, it was a
rockslide and very large ponderosa pine. Very steep country, extremely steep and they were
the only opening that we had other than the large timber, the big pines, was this rockslide. And
I would much rather go into a rockslide than I would into tall timber. I do not like to climb. It's
dangerous. You can fall out of trees as well, when you go into them with your chute.
So we selected to take this rockslide. Went into it and there was this one, little, tiny pine, right
in the middle of it and I can remember coming down to it. I saw that and I thought well, I'm
gonna aim for that. See if I can't get close to cushion the shock a little bit, just roll into the
rocks. So I got over to it and I got close enough to where I could grab the limbs as I went by.
And it slowed me down and I had a very nice, very good, pleasant landing, [laughs] compared to
what it could have been. My jump partner landed in the fire, it was burned out and his chute
got quite a few holes burned in it and what not. But he was in good shape. Later that night,
while we were on the fire line, in fact it was just before dark, we were lined out. We had some
ground crew members that had come in from above us and they were working above us and
we were building a line up to them. And this rock about the size of a, probably a little smaller
than a volleyball, came down the hill and it struck the jumper directly in front of me in the leg
and it hit me in the leg. In fact, it hit us both in the same knee, cut his and hit me right square in
the left knee and then fell down and hit my foot. That was the thing that really topped it off.
But I stopped it, completely stopped it, and boy, a great big gash in it and that pretty much
ended, for both of us our activity on the fire. We kind of hunkered around until we got off the
next day. We got, we went off on a, out of a helispot. But that was a bad situation. And it—
went to the doctor with it and what not and of course it was like 48 hours later when I finally
did make it there. It should have had several stitches, didn't have any and you just had to live
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with it. But that's part of the game.
Another fire that I jumped on that year was Muddy, Muddy Lake which was about 300 acres,
just out of Baker. Again, there was severa Redmond jumpers that were put on that fire along
with everybody that we had at the La Grande base. One thing that stands out in my mind, I
think that is the lowest that I've ever jumped in my life. I'm sure that we couldn't have more
than 600 feet. We just opened up, you just had time to check your partner, then you just, you
looked for a landing spot. It was just that quick. We were very, very low. Conditions really didn't
warrant that but as it turned out, that's what happened.
I don't recall any other—well there was one very exciting thing that happened that year at La
Grande. We were based there along with the retardant planes and—I'm trying to remember
what kind of, I think it was a 29, a B-29. Two of them that were there. We had this one fire call
this day, in fact they called for retardant first. Retardant was going out. They made a couple of
trips and this one pilot had been having a great deal of difficulty with this one particular
airplane. He'd had it checked several times and we were out and part of the jumper’s duty at
that time was mixing retardant as well. If you weren't out on fire, you were the pit crew. So we
were mixing the retardant for them and loading them up and what not and this one fellow was
getting ready to take off and we all paused to watch him take off. He was about halfway down
the runway and one of his engines blew and he dumped the retardant immediately and then
tried to stop it. He slid off the end of the runway, disappeared out of sight. It looked like the
plane completely disintegrated. But we didn't know it at the time, there was a little hole down
there and he had gone into that.
We ran over, one of the fellows ran over a jumped in a rig and raced down there and he had,
the pilot was out. He had injured his back, cracked a couple of vertebrae. But other than that,
that was about all there was, besides totaling out the airplane. But that was kind of interesting.
KM: Lucky.
AC: It was very, very lucky. 1967 was just a super fire year, just super. Again, I spent the
summer in La Grande and incidentally, at that time I was going to school at Eastern Oregon
which was in La Grande. So it was very handy for me obviously to stay down there. I'd come up
here and train for the two weeks and then go back down there and spend the rest of the year. I
had three practice jumps that year and 17 fire jumps so it was a great year. Had lots of lightning
activity. Fire, we had so many fires that often times, well, I shouldn't say often times, but
occasionally you would jump in one spot and put out two fires.
There were that, that many and that close. I can remember the observer coming in one night
and this was after dark that he touched down. He was laughing, in fact the fellow's name—
Gildemeister. He's quite a photographer in the La Grande-Baker area and worked for the Forest
Service for quite a time as a professional photographer now. But he was the observer, and he
was just laughing. He said that he had on his list, he'd been calling in fires, he had over 100 fires
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that he had not even called in yet. That there were just fires every place. So it was a very good
year and most of the fires were small. There were a few that got rather large. We had a
particular, Redmond of course being right next to us there, had a lot of fires as well.
I remember one time we were dispatched out of La Grande, flew into the 0choco National
Forest which was Redmond's district. Jumped a fire, were picked up there, taken back to
Redmond and then from there I went out and jumped another fire. Right on the side of Mount
Washington. It was just beautiful. We were in the cinder ashes and what not where we landed.
It was just sandy, had a beautiful little fire with a little pond right above it. The whole time we
were doing this there was ashes and what not falling onus. There was, at the Hoodoo ski area,
there was a tremendous fire going. I forget how many, I think it was about 7,000 acres and we
had to hike out. We were right on the trail, had to hike out back that way and so we, well we
got over close enough to this fire. It was still out of control obviously. We had to, using our
map, we took a short-cut and went around, got over to this lake so we'd have protection. From
there got back to the Hoodoo fire, fire camp and from there got sent back to Redmond.
There was an interesting, happened at about that same time. It was Craig Boesel, who you may
interview while you're here. He jumped for I don't know, several, lots of years. But anyway, he
and his jump partner were dropped very close to where we jumped and he was given some
mis-information from the airplane. Like to go south when he should have gone north and he
ended up going out into lava flows and they, they really spent a couple of harrowing days. They
just, it was just, they were out of water, they were walk, trying to walk boulders and all this.
They finally were spotted by a helicopter who picked them up and I'm trying to remember now,
whether they had radio. I don't believe that they did. At that time you were really lucky if you
got a radio. I don't think they had it, but they finally got picked up anyway. But here they were,
they'd have been half a mile or so from a trail if they'd have gone in the right direction and
they, everything was very flat there and they were told to go the wrong direction. They had
quite a experience.
KM: Yeah.
AC: But anyway, I'm trying to think of any other fires that really stand out that—in my mind.
Like I say, we were based there at La Grande. We had eight jumpers on our roster, and I think at
one time we had over 90 jumpers in there. I think every base was represented Alaska, McCall
and Missoula, Redding, California. North Cascade usually in those days was our first back up
whenever we got a problem since we were their satellite base. They'd usually re-supply us. But
yeah, that was quite a summer. 1968, I can't remember the total number of jumps that I made
that year, but I think I made 12 fire jumps. It started out, it was really a, it another 1967. I had, I
had made 12 fire jumps by the 12th of August and it was just one fire right after another. You'd
just get back and knew you were going right back out again. And it did start out, you know,
didn't—like in the first part of May or anything like that. It kind of waited until about the end of
June, see you compress these 12 fire jumps into about a month and a half. And on the 12th of
August, the rains hit, and it rained solid for seven days and we never jumped anything else after
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that, nothing. We were done but that was unusual from that standpoint, but it was a very good
fire year.
'69 was terrible, I think I made ten, ten jumps that year—five fire—and I was very lucky to make
five. Because like I say, it was a very slow year. Five fire and five practice. One of those jumps I
made in a wheat field on state land. We were really getting desperate, you know you'd get out
over the fire, I don't know whether I should say this or not, but you'd suddenly have radio
problems and jump anyway. But you know, you got to do something to keep the morale up, it
really hurts when you go out and circle a fire and come back when you're not doing anything at
all. But 1970, of course, was the year of all years. And I jumped four years in a row out of La
Grande, I had graduated, I had a teaching position at Winthrop High School, came back to my
old high school to teach. Where I did for two years, but I of course then jumped out of
Winthrop and it was good timing because that was by far the best fire that Winthrop had ever
had. I forget now the total figures, but it was well over 1,000 fire jumps and the previous best
had been like 960-some, something like, or 460-some. So well over double.
But—trying to recall, that year I think I was fortunate enough to make the first fire jump. It was
down at Alpha Lake which is just down to the bottom of the valley here, right next to the
Terrace. It was on federal land, two of us jumped a little fire down there and in years since, I
have made two other fire jumps there. One within just a half a mile of that one, one on the
other side of the lake. As we mentioned before, 1970 was just a tremendous fire year and I
ended up making 16 total jumps that year. I had 12—12 fire jumps. A couple of them stand out
in my mind particularly. One I made on, as it turns out it was the 4th of July. Maybe I should
note that we did have a break here and I went home and got my jump log so I can be specific
about dates and what not. But this one was on the 4th of July, actually ended up jumping about
three-quarters of a mile into Canada. But we have jurisdiction like up to a mile across the
border on anything that we think has potential to come back into the states.
And it was a timber jump, solid, solid lodgepole. As it turns out, this was my second worse pack
out that we ever had. It was only about, really about seven miles but most of it was uphill. We
had like I mentioned a timber jump. We jumped in, they dropped us an awful lot of cargo. We
had very, very heavy duff. We had to have wet water and this type of thing to put the fire out.
We'd have been there forever, so it was dropped in. We gathered up all of our gear and our job
was from there to get to the closest helispot. Which happened to be on top of—I can't
remember the name of the mountain back there. But anyway, we had to hike up to the top of
this mountain. So we took off, we crossed a creek where we of course got a drink and
everything and then we started up this ridge. The lodgepole was so thick that often times we'd
go like 200, 300 feet and never really touch the ground. You'd be 6, 7 feet off the ground
walking on this lodgepole, crisscrossed mess. If you got down on the ground, you just couldn't
travel. You had to get on top of it. So it took an awful lot of exertion. We finally got up through
that, and when we did of course, the ground, the terrain got a little bit steeper, and we
continued on up. We ran out of water. We were taking bushes, grass, anything we could get
and pulling it out of the ground and eating the bottom end of it off cause that's where most of
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the moisture was, to get us there. We knew once we got up there, we could see a snow field
when we left that was up there. So anyway, we finally got up there and called in that we were
there and they came and picked us up with the—with the helicopter. But that was quite an
experience. I jumped in their with a rookie and he was—I was in bad shape, but he was in really
bad shape. We actually at one time, tried to kill some grouse just to suck the blood out of them.
Now that sounds very gross and almost, you know, not possible. But as bad as it sounds, that's
the truth. He was that thirsty.
KM: He didn't succeed?
AC: No, I talked him out of it because we were almost to the top. We had just a very—we could
have easy enough. They were like what they call fool's hens, and they were quite dumb or
whatever and you can get very close to them. But we were in probably half a mile of the top
and so I talked him into going on up. And there was a little pond right there at the base of one
of the ice flows. So we had lots of water, but boy it was quite a struggle getting up there. I had,
during the course of that year, I jumped on two fires early in the season. One in June and this
one here that I just mentioned on the 4th of July, that later on that summer were burned over
by larger fires. Of course, we had so many large fires. There was hundreds of thousands of acres
that burned up between the state land and the forest land on the Okanogan National Forest
and then the DNR [Washington Department of Natural Resources Land], and those around that
area.
But always seemed kind of ironic to jump in and get your fire out and then the same summer
later on to have that same ground burned over, but much, much worse. There were a couple of
interesting things that happened that summer. I jumped on a fire on the 13th of July and
actually that was my second fire jump that day. We just, we had that many fires. I jumped in
the morning in the Satan Wilderness Area and had a, we had a helicopter right off and then that
afternoon we were making patrol out on the Wenatchee National Forest and jumped in on a
fire down there, about 12 of us. One of the fellows had jumped had a double Mae West. When
he came out, very poor position and he had lines both ways across his canopy. It was divided
into four quarters and he deployed his reserve and when the reserve came out it shook the
lines loose and then he had both canopies inflated and he went on down. He ended up landing
on both of them and it was more or less a timber jump and in a situation like that where he had
no control, you know, he made it all the way to the ground. A lot of the guys who could control
their chutes were hanging up but he made it all the way to the ground.
Let's see, I made another jump there on the west side one time, incident happened where it
was so much brush, this was on the Snoqualmie National Forest, the Skykomish District. We
were about mid-slope on a fire, very steep terrain. Probably oh, half to an acre in size and the
brush was so thick that we had to actually walk in the brush. We couldn't walk on the ground.
We walked in the brush and then used our Pulaskis to kind of chop the bottom of it down
below so we could get our fire line started to get the fire out. But we worked at that for quite
some time. But we did finally get it completed and got it surrounded and stopped the thing
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from creeping up the hill.
Another fire that we made that year, a fire jump was on the 19th of July. I jumped in the Twisp
River drainage on the Okanogan National Forest on the South Creek Fire. We had 36 jumpers on
that fire and this was about a week after the big bust had started. The big bust had hit on the
13th and these fires on the upper ridges and where the, the timber wasn't quite as heavy or as
valuable, they'd put us low priority. So when we controlled the fires down where they could
really do some damage then we started jumping the fires back in the wilderness areas. And like
I say, this fire had been going for about a week and it was about, when we jumped, probably
200, 300 acres in size and they put 36 of us on to try and line it and everything. And the first day
we jumped early in the morning and we had a real rocky little meadow that we jumped into. In
fact, one of the fellows sprained an ankle and had to be helicoptered out. About mid-afternoon,
the wind came up and we were trying to build a line and it started to spot across. Everything
just exploded, everything was tinder dry. We had jumped into this clearing and we had an awful
lot of our mains on the ground. But a lot of them were up in the trees and in some cases, where
they had to make let-downs, the entire gear would be hanging underneath, and they'd made
their let-down on down—their reserves and what not. But anyway, we ended up, when that fire
blew up, we were trapped inside of it for three hours. We were right down on the ground like
there were little spots and sparks that would fall on us and we were checking each other all the
time. Because we were burning shirts and pants and this type of thing. We ended up losing 22
mains [parachutes] and we lost three complete sets of gear. The fire blew up so fast, one fellow
was down in the timber trying to save his gear and the fire, the trees around him just started
exploding. He literally ran all the way out of there without even looking back. We didn't even
know he was gone with, in all the excitement and we got a call from the airport and said that
one of our men was down at the trailhead on the Twisp River.
KM: Oh no.
AC: But anyway, he got, he got real excited, obviously. But that was quite an experience,
probably the most memorable fire that I've ever been on. The next day the weather situation
changed a little bit. It clouded over; it was not nearly as explosive. We continued to work on the
fire and then I believe a crew came in from Region 4, a fire head, a fire team and relieved us
and then we came out. We had so many fires, that as a rigger, we had so many fires in 1970 and
were doing so much jumping that we had a great deal of difficulty in keeping up with chutes. So
myself and this Craig Boesel that I mentioned before, we pulled ourselves or were taken off the
list for a couple of days and that's all we did was just rig chutes. So I ended up with 12 fire
jumps but I missed a couple in there.
KM: Yeah.
AC: That's the way it goes. But I had another fire in 1970 that the terrain was so rugged that we
didn't jump into it. It was Hungry Creek Fire at the head of the Methow Valley that they
helicoptered us in. That fire had probably been going for like at least two weeks by the time we
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got around trying to. And nobody had been on it, we were the first people there. It was
probably 600 acres in size by that time. It was in a horseshoe canyon and half of our crew went
on one side and we were on the other side and we had the use of two helicopters with buckets.
And it was obviously radio communications between them and there was the river down below
and they'd go down and scoop up the water and then come back up and we'd direct them
where, where to put it on the hot spots. We kind of, more or less contained the fire that way
and the large crew came in and relieved us and they mopped it up.
Another fire that we had that summer was over in the Thunder Creek drainage on the Mount
Baker National Forest and we jumped that fire almost to the month after it had been started.
But the state, I believe it was state land, had a large crew on it most of the time. But they had
pulled it off and the fire wasn't out, and it had blown up in a couple of areas and we ended
up—I think we jumped—20…Let's see, we ended up with 46 jumpers on the fire. I believe 24 of
them were from Missoula and down in the lower end of the fire and there was 22 of us up on
top. It was so big we just used different jump spots, never saw them or anything else. And that
was a real small jump spot that we had there, and I jumped with Bill Moody out here, he's the
base manager here at North Cascade. He has been for several years and we rib each other
about, he ran me out of the spot. I ended up going over a cliff and landed down below it. But
it's just one of those things that happens that way. I was a little bit above him and he priority
and that's the way it goes. But that was pretty interesting. I guess that's pretty much the
highlights of 1970, although that was a real, a real fire year of all years.
There was one particular fire though I might mention that, where four of jumped and it was
Cabin Creek Fire over on the Okanogan National Forest in the Conconully District that was in
heavy timber. Four of us were dropped on it and the fire was really rolling. We really got in and
more or less exhausted ourselves and then they dropped 12 more jumpers out of a DC-3 from
Cave Junction. We had controlled the fire pretty much by the time they got there, but that was
one fire in heavy timber of high value where the jumpers really did a job. Because we saved, we
saved that I'm sure, probably in the conditions that year, at least several hundred acres and
maybe thousands. But we did a good job on that one, pat ourselves on the back. [laughs]
Well, in 1971, I made 17 fire jumps and that was basically a pretty slow year. The only thing that
really saved us there was a trip to Alaska where I think I made four fire jumps up there. The first
fire jump I made in Alaska was on the Ween Lake Fire and when we jumped it was about 75
acres. There was 24 of us on it and I don't know if you're familiar with the Alaska conditions,
but with the tundra and what not a fire can burn out over an area and fine, it looks like it's gone
and everything's over. But all it does is dries out the next layer down so that if the wind shifts, it
can come right back over the same area. So we had this fire under control, I mean for practical
purposes, we had a line completely around it. There were very few smokes, although there
were a few. And with just 24 of us and 75 acres it's impossible to control it all.
KM: Yeah.
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AC: Well, the next day, a wind came up out in one of these thickets in the middle of the fire, it
took off. The last I heard, that fire was 70,000 acres.
KM: Oh my god!
AC: We didn't really do a job on that one. But then it happens like that once in a while,e I guess.
That was a bad situation, we felt pretty bad about that. In fact, one of our fellows went out
when the fire blew up and was trying to kind of keep an eye on what it was doing you know. He
got in f rant of it and really had a tight situation getting out from—in the way of the fire. But he
got back. A coincidental thing happened in 1971. Here in 1970, we had all these tremendous
fires and just real bad burning conditions and the side of Lake Chelan really, really had a lot of
fires. And wouldn't you know it, in 1971 we had a fire down there. Goat Mountain where—right
next to a burn. In fact, one edge of that fire was in a burn from the previous year that had just
wiped probably 25 to 30,000 acres, and here's this fire in '71 that burned 500 acres and
continued to really tear that country up. But anyway, we dropped 27 of us in there. It was very
windy when we jumped. But we had good conditions, and no one was injured. We worked on
that all night and got off the next day. An interesting thing, I also jumped that same year,
jumped right on a base of Mount Stewart, which is a real beautiful mountain. An awful lot of
mountain climbers in the state of Washington and all over the country really use it for climbing
practice. My jump partner as he approached the ground, had a great big buck jump right out
from the brush and ran right underneath him and that was quite a thrill. He got a big kick out of
that. But I also made a jump out of Region 1 that year and had 14 miles pack out. That was on
the Clearwater National Forest.
KM: Is that your longest pack out?
AC: Yeah, it was. The longest one, 14 miles. Another one later one that summer, in fact it was
the 30th of August up here on Grizzly Mountain, which is just above Winthrop on the Winthrop
District, the Okanogan National Forest. We jumped a fire, four of us jumped, tremendous
amount of wind. This was probably the windiest jump that I ever made. But again, you know
when, when the fire season is pretty slow, you kind of get desperate sometimes, and you try
and you take some things that maybe you really shouldn't. This might have been one of those
where three out of four of us were injured in some capacity and one of the fellows backed into
a snag. The wind backed him into it and actually, as you look back, it was kind of comical. But
his shroud lines were over this limb and as the wind would blow, it would suck him back up. His
canopy would inflate, and it'd pull him back up and he'd hit his head underneath that limb.
Then the wind would die down a little bit and he'd pull the canopy back down towards the
ground. [laughs] That sounds like a real war story.
KM: Yeah.
AC: But that's the way it was. That was the truth. It was really, pretty windy. But overall, '71 was
a pretty calm fire year, pretty wet. '72 was the same way. In '72 I made 33 jumps though. We
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started real early in '72, about this time, in fact even a little bit earlier than this. Cave Junction
had—
[Break in audio]
AC: In—back east in Tennessee and Virginia and what not. So that's what the reason for the
large number for the large number of jumps here. I made my first jump in '72 like on the 24th
of March and then I went back there and spent six weeks and was fortunate enough to make
five fire jumps back there. In fact, I think we'd jumped in some different area than what they'd
jumped before. They primarily concentrated in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia. I think I
was fortunate enough to be on some of the first fire jumps, like possibly in Tennessee. Although
Tennessee was awful close to where they were jumping, but in North Carolina, I'm sure. So I got
to see a little bit different area and get some real interesting fire jumps. Obviously in much
different burning conditions, deciduous forests. The farther south you got, the more conifers
you ran into, but primarily deciduous forest and very, very tricky wind conditions. Some real,
now I did have one incident. I made one fire jump on a fire where we had quite a bit of wind
and I exited the aircraft and opened up and the shroud lines, my shroud lines were tangled. So I
checked my canopy and I could see one hole near the apex. So I checked to see whether I could
steer or not and I could steer but I was jumping an FS-10, a military T-10. And the canopy did
not handle near as good as it should have, it was still, I was still able to turn with it. Because it
was a timber jump and there was an awful lot of wind plus the fire and everything, I decided
not to deploy my reserve and just try and find, which was very simple to do, you didn't even
have to look, but to make a timber out of it. To land in some trees to absorb if I was going too
fast. Which I did and had a very easy landing and then after we got back and examined the
canopy, I forget now whether there were, there were like something like 43 or 44 holes in the
chute. But there was only the one large hole, most of them were pin hole size and some of
them might be as big as your fist.
KM: Just a bad chute?
AC: It, yeah, I'm not sure what it was because of the way the lines were fouled up. Possibly it
hadn't been totally checked before it was rigged. Maybe I was pretty lucky that it opened
anyway. But it did, and we survived.
KM: Wow.
AC: And concerning the fire there, they have an, in fact 95 percent, even more than that, of the
fires back east are arsonist caused. They're set on purpose. So often times when you jump, you
have several fires that you need to suppress. Because when they set these up, they'll either do
it with candles or mirrors or magnifying glasses or something and they'll set a whole series of
them. So we had three fires going when we jumped and the jumpers only jumped on one of
those fires and that one fire just went to maybe like a half of an acre or an acre. The other one
that the jumpers didn't jump on went to like 75 to 100 acres. So that was pretty good, you
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know, there was a lot to do with it besides just us being there. Conditions, burning conditions
and everything. But I'm sure we didn't hurt—we did help to hold it a little smaller. But—
although something went wrong back there because we're not, we don't jump back there
anymore.
But any way, let's see. [pauses] Back here it was a pretty wet season. Now we did send another
bumper crew to Alaska that year and they had a real good—a lot of jumps, a lot of fire jumps
while they were up there. I was not fortunate enough to make that trip, I missed it. I just got to
listen to all the stories when they got back. But I did that year—let's see, we did make some
experimental jumps out of a 205 that year with the military. They were here on a training
mission and we made one four-man stick and then I jumped in a seven-man stick out of a 205.
Just kind of like stepping off into space, although they did keep the helicopter at, say like 55 to
60 knots, something like that. But because of the prop wash down, it's just like stepping off into
space and your canopy was noticeably slower in deploying but there was no problem.
But that was kind of interesting. Very few fire jumps. I think I only made about six or seven fire
jumps here in—on the Okanogan National Forest that year, at least out of North Cascade. 1973,
I made 17 jumps in 1973 and that was an extremely hot, dry year. We had set all kinds of
records for dryness in 1970, '73 was actually a drier year. The only difference being that we did
not have any thunder activity. So all of the fire that we got that year, at least a majority of them
were man caused and they were, for the majority of them, they were like project size. The siren
went off, it was almost automatic to jump at least 20 jumpers. We had a, a Twin—or not a Twin
Beech, but a Beech 99 and then the DC-3, and we'd just load both and go and that was normally
what would end up jumping. And we did that almost day after day.
I spent three weeks of that summer in La Grande as a spotter. We rotated spotters at that time
to La Grande to assist them and they also had a very dry year down there. Dropped eight
jumpers out of a Twin Otter on a fire over the Hell's Canyon that eventually went to about
25,000 acres. The wind blowing very, very hard, very rough jump conditions. Probably at least a
quarter mile if not a half a mile drift. But conditions were ideal. We were jumping a slope, the
wind was going up-slope so that the jumpers facing into the wind could land with no problem.
In fact, in talking to the jumpers when they got back, said it was a very, very soft landing.
Although the wind, like I say, was blowing very, very hard. So if the conditions were right you
could jump in some pretty, pretty tough situations.
KM: Yeah.
AC: Let's see here. 1974 was my big jump year. I made 41 jumps in 1974.
KM: Oh my god, that's incredible.
AC: I believe of that 41 jumps, only 17 were fire jumps. We, again, we had crews that went back
east. So as a squad leader or whatever, we made our qualifying jumps with them. That was also
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the time that British Columbia or Canadian jumpers were jumping. We would assist them in
training, and I picked up like seven or eight or nine jumps in their training along with the rest of
ours. So, it really jumped my total number of fires.
'74 was an unusual year in that the normal fire season from June, July and August was really
quite slow. I had only made six fire jumps I believe by the 5th or 6th of September and then the
hunting season, the high hunt began with the early buck and the goat season. I made a—we
made a jump down on the Wenatchee National Forest. I can't remember the name of river, the
Chiwawa River and that kind of started it. From there until the 30th of October, I made 11 more
fire jumps. So it was really a busy fall. Almost, I guess probably 90 percent, or all of them were
probably man caused. Hunters’ fires that we were, that we were jumping on. Most of them
were ideal conditions. We had extremely warm fall, not hot by any means. But calm days,
probably 70 degrees and real cool nights, clear skies. The hunters would go out in the morning,
start their warming fire, either forget about it or see something or whatever, wander off and
about 11:00 that siren would go off. It was just almost a daily routine.
But like I said, I made the last fire jump and I believe it was the last jump out of the base on the
30th of October up on the North Twenty Mile Meadows oh, just up the stream from the one I
mentioned before, South Twenty Mile Meadows. But—in the lodgepole and we hiked out, were
picked up and then that next day I think we had something like 3 or 4 inches of snow and that
was the end of the season. But that was an excellent, excellent fire year.
1975 was a good year as well. I made 35, 34 jumps in 1975. Again though, it wasn't a very dry
year, a lot of those were, again we had the Canadian crew in. Again, we had the back east crew,
so a lot of practice jumps and what not with them to run that total up there to that number.
Oh, let's see here, that was—'75 was one of the first years, in fact it may have been the first
year that we actually made a water jump. Where—did you do that over at Missoula?
KM: I didn't, some of them did.
AC: Yeah.
KM: Practice jump, was it practice?
AC: Yeah, practice jump. I'm not, I was the second one into the water out of the base. Bob
Miller and I jumped together up at Campbell Lake and it was just a training operation is what it
was. We were going to try and show everyone else what we were doing. Not being a very good
swimmer, I was a little bit nervous, but everything worked great. It was a lot of fun. I don't
know whether I'd want to do it again tomorrow. [laughs] But if I was a good swimmer, it would
be no problem; it was lots of fun. Looking at some of these fires here, I don't see anything
really, stand out in my mind. We did have a project.
One of the few times that I was injured happened in 1975. We had a project jump up on the
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Winthrop ranger district in the Okanogan National Forest into a helispot. We were jumping
right on top of a ridge, naturally where you build your helispots and there was a little opening.
Usually in those situations, and it was heavy timber. So with an opening in heavy timber, you
usually suspect something's wrong with that opening. And it was full of rocks and what not.
Normally in a situation like that I try and come in as close to the trees as I can. Because there's
usually a little zone in there where it's usually safe. Well, this case didn't turn out that way. I
came in right underneath a tree and in doing my landing roll I cracked my ribs on a downed log.
I made the trip to California. We had a, we ground pounded a fire down there, a rather large
fire. But I went down there with my ribs wrapped up in a wrap. But that's one of the few times
that I've been injured jumping.
Well let's see here. Made some late, real late fall jumps that year on these, we had jumped in
earlier in the summer and built some of these helispots. Then they, the district had us go back
in the fall and jump in, in actually snow conditions and build or burn these piles of brush and
what not out. One of them here I noticed that as I was coming into the jump spot, there were
three deer ran over the hill. It was during hunting season, of course I was pretty excited about
that.
KM: Yeah.
AC: Let's see. I was lucky enough to get in on some aircraft evaluation during my career. We
made three jumps on the 23rd of July 1976 for testing the [unintelligible], which was rather
interesting. Andin '76 I made 24 jumps. Again, it was a rather wet year. We didn't have an awful
lot of fires. Just, by that time I guess I was up here looking—July 26, I jumped on Ingalls Creek in
the Leavenworth District of the Wenatchee National Forest and I was up to fire 130by that
time.
One of the highlights, I guess, of my career was the opportunity to get to jump with the
Russians. Now Bill Moody here had visited the—visited Russia during the winter. No, it wasn't
the winter. I believe it was the previous fall. It'd have been the fall of 1976 and he had gone
over there to exchange ideas, smoke jumper ideas with the Russians. Then they had
reciprocated and come over here and I was lucky enough to make a jump with them on the
19th of May in '77 up at one of our practice jumps and that was quite a thrill. They presented all
of us with medals and what not, Russian medals, which I have at home.
KM: Really, great.
AC: Well, in 1977, 1977 was a very, very good fire year. At that time, I was the training foreman
for the base. And we, my first fire jump that year we made out of La Grande, Oregon. We'd
gone down there as a bumper crew and jumped on a fire down on the Malheur National Forest,
Prairie City District. When I was coming off, we had a chain saw in there, on the fire and when I
was coming off, I had carefully stowed it and by the time I got ready to put it in the rig,
somehow the guard that I put over the, the teeth had come loose, and the darn thing jabbed
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me in the back of the leg. So I had a few stitches down here in my leg. That was rather
embarrassing, here I am the training foreman and end up doing something foolish like that. But
that happens.
We had an interesting fire, Alma Creek fire on Baker River District of the Mount Baker, now at
this time the Mount Baker Snoqualmie National Forest. Where there was 17 jumpers on the
fire and they brought in some of the rappelers and the terrain was so steep, that that's the only
people they would bring in. They felt that because of us—our fire experience and the same with
the rappelers—that they didn't want to put anybody in there that wasn't familiar with fire
behavior and this conditions, the danger of falling rock and this type of thing. So it was all us
and we stayed there until the fire was out and, which was a couple of days.
We had a helicopter assisted us. We set up an air-dike, which the helicopter would come in
with this big water bucket and fill that for us and then we had the hoses running down the
mountain. We more or less, I guess just washed the fire off the hill. It took us quite a while.
There was virtually no soil at all, it was all duff and so it took us quite a while. We had, we had
jumped, actually our jump site was just beautiful, a nice big meadow and then the fire was
probably mid-slope. In very, very steep terrain and the trail that we used to get up to where we
had our base camp at, we had ropes along, which we could pull ourselves up and lower
ourselves back down with. It was that steep.
We constantly, of course, had lookouts on duty and every once in a while, just a huge rock or
something would come loose that everything had burned out from underneath and down the
hill it would go. Or a tree would go down. So it was very, very touchy. I made a, went on a
bumper crew down to Redmond in August of that year and made four fire jumps down there. In
fact I made my 300th jump down there. The first fire jump out of there, Rebel Rock on the Blue
River District of the Willamette National Forest was my 300th jump. And making four fire jumps
was actually, that's quite a—pretty good luck. That's a good trip. The best I'd ever done before
that was in Alaska where I made four, but you almost expect that because—
KM: In a day?
AC: No, this was in, this was for the whole trip, the whole trip.
KM: Oh, I see.
AC: But anytime you travel statewide and make four fire jumps on a—it's a good trip. It's a good
trip.
KM: Yeah, that's great.
AC: So I was real pleased with that. We were down there for a couple of weeks. And also, as
each mark came up, where there'd be whatever, 200, 250, 300, of course, that seems to be kind
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of the way jumpers gauge themselves, is how many jumps they have. I was always real pleased
if I could make it a fire jump on one of those and I believe the only one that I missed on was oh,
150. But all the rest of those were fire jumps.
KM: That's great.
AC: Well, let's see. '77 was the last year that I jumped full time. From that time on then I retired
my position, and I came back as a jumper on a call when needed basis. In '78 I made six jumps, I
think one of those was a fire. ’79, I made 13 jumps. In 1980, I made 12 jumps. ’81, I made 14
jumps. In ’81, I probably had the most fun I have ever had as a jumper. It was really a great
time. The job that I was on allowed me to pretty much dictate my own hours. The vacation that
I took also happened to coincide with the best fire bust they had all year.
KM: Oh, yeah.
AC: So I came back out. I was nothing more than a jumper, which is the easy way to do it. I
made four fire jumps in just a very short period of time in some very, very beautiful areas. I
jumped in the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area with a fellow from Region 1, and we had—we were
right on top of a ridge, had a beautiful, beautiful lake down below us. We were staring at two
huge peaks right in front of us, that had huge snow fields, just ideal conditions. Then another
one of those jumps that I made was on the—just off the North Cascade Highway, so it was a
very pretty jump as well. But then in 1982, I made ten more jumps and that pretty much is the
end of it.
In looking back, there's one, a couple of jumps that I'd to mention that kind of slipped my mind
as we went through this the first time. And one of those was a fire jump that I made in my
rookie year. As I mentioned earlier, just about every one of those seemed like something really
exciting happened. But this was in August, it was on Delancy Ridge just north of Winthrop, on
the Winthrop District. And it had been probably four weeks since I made my last jump, as I
mentioned we made no refresher jumps at that time. So being a rookie, you get kind of
apprehensive. Well, we were following a lightning storm. It was extremely turbulent, and we
picked up a fire on top of this Delancy Ridge. It's a very, very rugged piece of terrain. One side is
just almost vertical, very, just scattered timber and very, very rugged and the back side is
almost solid timber. Right along this thin ridge there are some fairly decent jump spots, and we
were supposed to land in some of those. Well, we were up there in this airplane, it was two
rookies who were jumping. I was second man in the twin Beech, and we could hardly stand up.
You'd, I got back in the second man position and in a twin Beech, that was very cramped. We'd
hit a bump and I'd get pinned to the ceiling and what not and this lightning was flashing
outside, and I remember actually saying to myself and not just a flashing thought, but I mean I
went through each word, if I ever get to the ground, I'm never going to get back in this airplane.
[laughs] I was very, very nervous, very nervous. Because and not because of the jump so much
but as the conditions that we were jumping in.
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KM: It was pretty windy too?
AC: Well, it was where we were. It wasn't that windy on the ground. But we were several, you
know, 1,500, 1,000 feet farther up and it was very turbulent. Not always does that indicate that
it's going to be real windy, just turbulent you know. We were above a ridge and what not and
this type of activity can make it quite turbulent. So anyway, we exited, the first man went out
and the only thing that I did, I, all I knew was that I was going to get outside. The only thing that
I did was pull with my hands. My feet stayed in the airplane and there was, we were the first
ones out and there was two other jumpers in the front and they said the only thing, the last
thing could see of me going out was my feet.
KM: Oh no.
AC: I just went head over heels. I was twisted up quite badly but not terrible. I got myself
straightened out and tried to get my wits about me and got headed back down to the spot. As I
mentioned, it was timber and again I was jumping a 28-foot chute that you could not control, at
least very good. Planing was about the only way you could, and I was coming into this little
opening. There was a broken off staub probably about 30 feet high that might have been, I
don't know, 14, 16 inches in diameter. I could see I was going to hit it but there wasn't anything
I could do about it. So I sucked up my feet just as high as I could and I just barely brushed it with
my back and I pulled the plane at the same time with the front risers which made the canopy
slip forward and it slipped forward far enough that it didn't hang up in it. I missed it and landed
on the ground, course I felt so great about being on the ground and being alive that I forgot all
about the never getting back in the airplane.
I did have another incident kind of like that where I was pretty nervous, happened the next
year. It was my very first practice jump of 1964, and course you've got this first year out of the
way and you know everything there is to know about jumping and whatever. And you sit the
whole winter through, and you go through and came back, and I went through the ground
training and everything. No problems at all and in great shape. In fact, I had trained extra hard
physically that year because I was, I knew I was going to train a rookie. So I was physically I was
in just top shape, mentally I wasn't. But anyway we went up there and heck I didn't suspect a
thing. We went up and made the first jump and I got out and I looked down at the ground and
for a split second I was absolutely horrified that I was going to fall out of my harness.
KM: Oh!
AC: And I just, I just panicked for just a second and then I just said, grab hold of yourself. I mean
it's not going to happen, and I calmed down I went down to the ground. I had no problem—I've
never had any problems since. But for that split second, I—it never even entered my mind of
course, anything about that, prior to that. But when I got out and opened up and looked down,
I just, it just terrified me for a split second. But then it was over. [laughs]
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I guess just some general thoughts about the jumping experience. There are lots of growing up
things that you do of course if you're going to jump for 20 years. When I first started, like I
mentioned before, I just was out of high school, fresh out of high school, very wet behind the
ears if you want to say it that way. I did mature very, very slowly shall we say. I was married in
'66 and in '67, jumping is a very macho thing to do you know, it's a very impressive type thing.
Well, once I got married a lot of the need to jump was gone. For two or three years after that I
was very nervous about jumping itself. I was so afraid that I was going to be injured. The
jumping itself didn't bother me too much but the landing part of it really made me nervous. I
liked to fight the fire and everything like that, that was great. But it took me several years to get
over that. But this was like I say in '67, as time went on, I did get over that.
The one thing that the Forest Service did for me though that changed my life more than
anything else was that as you get into the managerial position here at this base, at North
Cascade, they send you what they call managerial grid. And there's a, you go through quite an
elaborate program. And that—you delve into yourself and boy, it really changed my whole life.
That one week that I spent there just gave me an awful lot of confidence in myself. And from
that day on I, the jumping, you know, it's just lots of fun. That's all there is to it.
Now there is also, I was just thinking here, in, there's one thing that I should very definitely
make mention of, that I'd, completely slipped my mind. And that was in 1973 I did make a trip
to Alaska and I made a couple fire jumps up there. But I was the assistant spotter when Eugene
Hobbs' chute opened, and he was pulled outside of the DC-3 there on one of the fire runs. It, of
course all been reported at that time, but I should probably at least make mention of that, my
recollections of that.
KM: You were in the plane?
AC: I was in the plane; I was the assistant spotter. We had, we were based at Fairbanks and
there were, there were fires all over, at least to the west of Fairbanks. And we were going, and
possibly to the south, of course up there when you jump in an airplane, you take off, there's no
roads or anything else and for a state sider you can get confused as to which directions you're
going. But anyway, we took off and went down and we were in McGrath. That was where we
were going to operate out of. Well, it, the whole thing started off kind of on a shaky basis. The
airplane that we used was not a regular jump aircraft, they were all busy. We were quite a ways
down on the list so we kind of put this one together. It had been jump-qualified and everything
but, like when we took off the first time, one of the, there’s a double door back there in a DC-3
and one of those doors had vibrated loose. So we kind of anchored that down, made sure it
wasn’t going to get open. So we went on down, landed in McGrath. Soon we got this fire call.
We all climbed, and we rumbled out to the fire and I believe, now like I say, it's difficult, but I’d
say it was probably to the west of McGrath and there were two fires there that we were to
jump. And we were going through the procedure of getting ready to make the fire runs. And we
had slowed down and were coming around to make a streamer drop and Gene was talking to
the pilots, giving them instructions and I was standing back there. We had the two jumpers, the
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first two jumpers that were going to make the jump, standing next to the door.
KM: Now what kind of plane was this?
AC: This was a DC-3. And Gene turned around to get the streamers out of the streamer box
which was located against the back wall.
KM: He was the spotter?
AC: He was the spotter. Ashe bent over, now I was busy doing something else and somebody in
that airplane yelled something about a chute. Now, shortly after this, as we went through the
investigation, nobody said that they saw anything about a chute or said that they said anything
about a chute going out. But if you're right there and everybody denies it, everything happened
so fast. I wasn't sure myself until several months afterwards and in—things lock in your mind as
to what happened. The only reason why I looked back to Gene was because somebody had
hollered something about a chute and as I turned back, his parachute had already disappeared
outside the door.
KM: His reserve?
AC: No, his main. See, he was a spotter, so he only had the backpack. He had the backpack. His
canopy had already disappeared outside the door and the shroud lines were feeding out and he
was back here and as I looked at that, of course I looked back at him and in my own mind the
only, I knew that he was gone and the only thing that I wanted to try and do was get out of his
way so he didn’t take me. Before I could even move, he was gone. He did hit me as he went
out. But I tried to back up to get out of the way, and I was actually moving in the direction when
we went.
When his parachute opened up, he was stooped over to get the streamers. It jerked him right
back down against the floor, right to the corner of the door, right where his shroud lines went
out. That's where he was jerked. His head was pointed towards the tail and his feet swung
around to the front of the aircraft and his back, his shoulder compressed, just accordion folded
the door right back to where he was, just accordion folded up about 8 to 12 inches of that door
and then he swung around very violently. He broke one leg I think, very severely and just tore
the, the fairing out of that door, the frame around it. It was trailing off behind and of course he
was gone instantly. His parachute hung over the tail for just a second and he fell, when he went
out the door and fell down below the, his canopy, he then pulled it off the tail. But anyway,
when he was out, he fell underneath his canopy, he then pulled it off of the tail and of course
descended onto the ground. The canopy did open up, it did have several tears in it as I recall,
some of the lines were actually severed. He was faced away from the aircraft when he opened
up and there was no visible sign of a head at all. It looked like it had either been severed or at
least was broken and quite badly.
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KM: Oh!
AC: Of course, everybody looked out immediately and I commented that, you know,
commented, I said you know, well I think he's probably dead or something to that effect
anyway. And I immediately went to the front of the aircraft and told the pilots what had
happened and they called for assistance immediately and then I came back. Of course, in the
meantime he had landed on the ground. We made one circle around him and he was laying
with his canopy all in a straight line just like he had hit the ground and the wind then laid out his
canopy. We made a circle, a 360 circle around him and by the time we got back, he had moved
himself off to a 90-degree angle from the canopy and was waving at us.
KM: Really!
AC: Yes.
KM: Oh my god!
AC: The only thing that saved that man's life was the fact that we were doing about 90, 95
knots, getting ready, we might have been doing a little more than that, but not very much,
because we were making a streamer run. So the airplane was slowed down and he did not go
out like we were at full crew speed or whatever. The other thing was that he was just one hell
of a man, he was a wrestler and what not and very stocky and he survived. But he laid there for
45 minutes before the helicopter arrived to pick him up. I did have EMTs [emergency medical
technicians] in the aircraft that wanted to jump. He had completely torn up the door. There was
a trailing section of door hanging across it so that in my opinion jumping was virtually
impossible and I would not let them. One of the EMTs even wanted to free fall and use his
reserve, he wanted to get down there that bad.
KM: Yeah.
AC: There was just no way that we could do it safely.
KM: Oh my god. So how did he end up?
AC: Well to my knowledge, he's still, I think he still does have double vision. He did have a
cracked neck if I remember correctly, one leg was like I mentioned, was broken severely. He
had all kinds of strains and aches and pulls and lacerations and everything, but he, he did
survive.
KM: He made it, that's incredible.
AC: Then when we, we waited like I say until the helicopter got there. Because we had to make
sure of course that they knew where to pick him up. Then we followed them back to the closest
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Air Force base and then from there, then he was flown to Anchorage.
KM: Did you ever make any rescue jumps?
AC: I did. I made a couple of rescue jumps. There was a boy that had a, an injured foot in the
Satan Wilderness area just north of Winthrop here on the Okanogan National Forest. He was
not that serious other than the fact that he was about 14 miles or so from the road and he
could not walk. So we—what we virtually did is just walked in and packed him out. I made
another rescue jump on a jumper that had fallen out of a tree and had broken his back. It was
not severe, but he had broken his back and that was on the Mount Glacier in the Mount BakerSnoqualmie National Forest. I believe that was in 1975. That's about the only two real, strictly
rescue jumps that I've been on.
I guess from a personal standpoint one of the biggest satisfactions that I had was, and
especially being fortunate enough to be involved with the training aspect for so many years,
was that you would get a youngster in here, a rookie and often times those rookies weren't
youngsters. They'd be 27, 28, 29 years old, and they'd come in here and in the—during the
training itself, the ground training and then of course the seven practice jumps minimum and in
most cases with a water jump and everything else, they'd get maybe ten or so practice jumps.
You would see such a change in their personalities. Often times from not much self-confidence,
maybe a little bit quiet, inward, to really—the training just seemed to bolster them up, to give
them a lot more self-confidence to have confidence in themselves. I guess maybe an extreme
way of putting it was that, and I think most of these rookies actually felt this way, that they
were defying death. Even though we know that's it's not quite that dangerous. [laughs] But it
just really made quite a change in their lives and that was a lot of fun to watch them do that.
I might mention too, about some of the equipment and of course it's changed from when I
started until I guess really my last year jumping in '82. When I started, like we had the nylon
jumpsuits. Which were very, very—anything but fireproof. I mean, you know, here you are in an
aircraft where it could go down. And if there was a fire or whatever, you would be certainly
engulfed. Wearing a nylon suit, which didn't make an awful lot of sense, the possibility of
landing in a fire or whatever with that on, certainly was no protection. So I think when they
went to the Nomex, even though we didn't like it right at first, they wore out awful fast and this
type of thing. It was more work from a maintenance standpoint. It certainly was a positive
aspect of the jumper program.
Also quite a transition in the canopies. As I've mentioned, I'm very light, 155 pounds is probably
about the most I've ever weighed as a jumper. I used to jump a 28-foot chute, very, very little
turning ability to it. The only way that you could really control that chute was to plane it.
Planing is something that if you mention that to a jumper now, he doesn't have the foggiest
idea what you're talking about. Well, it was a way of life and death in those days, [laughs] I
jumped. Of course they did have the guide lines and they were, you were supposed to be able
to turn them. But I jumped a—I'll never forget a fire jump in the Wenatchee National Forest.
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See the fire or the jump spot was just a little bit to my right, say even, only 15 degrees or so
that I needed to shift that canopy to get over there and it would not turn. I did, I had to turn the
complete circle the other way, very, very slowly before I finally did get pointed into the jump
spot and then just barely made it with the planing and what not. But so when you talk now
with—I think it's theXP-12, is that what they call it now?
KM: Uh huh, XP-5.
AC: XP-5?
KM: Or FS-12.
AC: The FS-12, that's right and as fast as they turn and the forward speed that you have with
them. That's been quite a, quite a change and all. Of course, all for the best.
KM: Did you jump that thing?
AC: I have, I have jumped it several times on fires and everything.
KM: '82, that's right.
AC: Yeah, some of the other canopies that—of course, I did jump; we did jump. When I started,
we had the 32-foot chute. It was, with me it didn't handle as well as it did for a heavier fellow.
It's like jet propulsion, was my theory. Of course, they're supposed to all handle the same for
everybody, but they don't. A fellow as light as I am, does not have enough force on the bottom
of that canopy to give it forward direction. Sometimes I would actually load up my legs pockets
so that I could have more forward speed with some of the canopies. I have jumped on practice
jumps where we would either be mis-spotted or whatever and we would line out and we would
both be jumping the same canopy. My partner, the first man out, would be pointed directly at
the spot and I would get right in line with him, hoping that I could make it back and he made
me, he's 180 or 185 pounds. He might make it back to the spot and I would end up way short
and be much higher up in the air. I'd stay in the air much longer but still come up way short. So I
know that being light has its advantages, especially when you hit the ground but it can also be a
detriment too when you want to control that chute.
From the 32-foot chute with the loose line, we went to the, they started the toggles I believe in
about 19, I'm guessing now, about 1967 I think we finally put toggles on them and, and boy that
really helped. You didn't have all that loose line and you had to take a double hand hold then. In
order to turn you chute, you'd reach up and grab a hand, pull it down, then grab another one to
pull it down. Which meant you had to drop your off-side hand so if you over corrected or
whatever and needed to turn back, then you'd have re-find that toggle, that guide line. When
they put the toggles on there, you had one in each hand of course, and they were instant turn,
one way or the other. With the 32-foot chute, instant turn might be a little bit, [laughs]
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generous there. But they turned very, very slowly.
Then we went to the FS-10 and that was a military T-10, which was a very good chute compared
to the others. There were some definite drawbacks to the FS-10 and even as light as I am, we
quickly learned that if your, with myself, I'll back up for just a second. Jumping with either a 32foot chute and incidentally, they did do away with the, the 28-foot chute in 1967 I think was the
last year we jumped one. Then I did have to jump the 32-foot chutes, but with the 32 foot chute
I found that it was best often times, especially in a strong wind to quarter that wind and land
because that would put you sideways and you could go right into your landing roll very easily. In
a strong wind, to go in completely backward you usually hit you heels and then the back of your
head in that order and that, it wasn't too good. So by quartering you could come in and get to
your knees and then go ahead and do the landing roll and was much better luck. What I found
very rapidly with the FS-10 was that when you quartered that thing, even in a light breeze, it let
you down with a bang and there was many times when I had an instant headache, even as light
as I am. So you wanted to be sure that with that FS-10 you were pointed directly into the wind
when you hit. Often times, of course, when you're around the turbulence of a ridge top or
something like this, that was often very difficult to find. So you were always expected or could
expect to have that sudden let down that you really didn't want.
But in the—we were lucky enough in, I forget which year, '71 or '72, the Canadians brought
down a parachute that they called the SAR—S-A-R, Search and Rescue. And it was a 30 foot,
flat—I can't remember the terms now but, flat circular I believe, like the T-10 or the FS-10 is
parabolic, the widest spot is farther up from the skirt. The, this SAR was a 30-foot, flat circular
and worked very good. Had toggles, turned very fast but the thing about that canopy that
ended up impressing us the most was that it had the anti-inversion netting on the bottom of it.
That was the first that I know of that any of the bases were exposed to that anti-inversion
netting. And when they started putting the anti-inversion netting on, it virtually, as everyone
knows, has done away with malfunctions. They're a thing of the past. Up to that time, we could
still be faced and still have malfunctions. So that's probably been the biggest single factor to
make the jumping safe, if not from a psychological standpoint as the jumper exits the aircraft
from a reality, you know, it just doesn't happen.
It just doesn't happen; you don't have the malfunctions. I might add too, that as I'm thinking
back here, 1965 I did have an inversion, which is the complete reversal of the canopy. It was on
a fire jump over on Lake Chelan. Which was a bad time to have it happen because that is really
rugged country. Fortunately, it was pretty much of a timber jump. I handled everything perfect,
I knew that I, if I wanted to turn right, I had to pull the left guideline, if I wanted to turn the
other way, it was the opposite and everything. I forgot one thing, that my tails were in front of
me instead of behind me, so I was going the wrong way. I ended, fortunately like I say, I ended
up in some lodgepole. It was very rocky, but there was some strips of lodgepole and I landed in
that, and had a nice cushion landing. But that could have been drastic, fortunately it turned out
all right. I was kind of lucky in that situation.
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But as far as equipment now with the FS-12, that certainly is a, a real good canopy. I found out
some interesting things with that. Again—and I don't know whether it's just me or not—but the
last year that I was jumping, often times on a practice jump you'll try and go up as light as you
can. Why not, you're not, you know, it's just a refresher or whatever. There's not a fire going or
whatever. I'd lighten my pockets up really light and I noticed some very, very unusual chute
behavior. One case in particular, my canopy breathed constantly, all the way to the ground.
[When a canopy breathes it is flexing open and shut due to improper weight on the chute.]
I was jumping with a fellow who again was quite a bit heavier than I was and his canopy
handled fine. So, it wasn't the air condition. So again, I thought well, maybe this thing doesn't
operate like it should when it's light. So I have since that time I've put the extra water bottles in
and kept everything that I was supposed to and added a little bit more and I've had no problem
with the chute since that time. But I noticed it two jumps in a row and that's why I thought, well
now, I thought maybe the first time it was a coincidence. It was a bad chute, I did it the second
time, the same thing happened. I put the extra weight in and made another two or three jumps
and that was '82, my last year that I jumped and never had the problem again. So I think that
you can overdo it by going too light. They're designed for a particular weight and when you
start to get under that, they don't operate the way they should.
KM: I’ve sure noticed that.
AC: I’ll bet. You’re pretty light too. As far as the aircraft, I've gone through quite a transition in
the aircraft as well. When I started, the twin Beech was our mainstay. We had two of them
here. We could put the whole whopping number of eight people in the air at one time. We had
a DC-3 that would come through once in a while, we'd get a practice jump out of it. But I don't
believe it was until about 1966, and I say I'm not sure because I was in La Grande at that time
for four years. But I think they had a DC-3 up here at that time and had one all the way through
until about '71 or '72 when we had two Beech 99s. The twin Beech and the DC-3 were good
jump craft, but they were a little slow. The 99 is an extremely fast aircraft, gives us much
more—quicker ability to get to the fire, with hauling the eight jumpers. In a known fire most of
the time we just would haul the six.
The Twin Otter now is also an airplane that is very, very popular with the jumpers, extremely
slow but a very stable jump ship. I believe, my feeling is that a 99 and a Twin Otter in
conjunction would be the ideal set up for a base. The 99 for the fires that require a longer flying
time, the Twin Otter for those fires that are in close proximity or a satellite situation where they
go to the lightning activity or whatever and a short, short jump from the base to the fire. But
you do need a little speed to get there. If it's, if the fire's going over the hill when you get there,
you don't do anybody much good.
KM: Right. How about the training that you've seen other jumpers go through, has that changed
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much?
AC: Well, when I started out in 1963, we would hire like 10 to 12 rookies, say, for a year. Well,
when the rookie season, or rookie training period was done, usually you would have just about
all of those people there. With the advent of the physical training tests and the requirements
that went along with that, we have since really increased the number of people that we washed
out. I forget exactly the year that we started that, I'm guessing now, but '69 or '70 would be one
of the first years. Our wash out ratio went from virtually nil to almost 30 percent and in some
years probably even higher than that. So the requirements of having them run a certain
distance in a certain time, having to do so many pull ups, having so many sit-ups and this type
of thing have taken their toll. When I was a rookie, and for the next few years, you sometimes
would let individuals slide in one area if they were strong in other areas. Maybe they couldn't
do the seven pull-ups, but they could do 40 push-ups or they were a good runner or something
like this.
[End of Interview]
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